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SUMMARY:  

El dolor es una parte integral de la práctica odontológica y médica actual, y siempre es 

necesario entenderlo para tratarlo de la mejor manera posible.  

El dolor puede ser nociceptivo o neuropático; también puede definirse como agudo o crónico, 

asociado a la inflamación. Para entender el dolor, es necesario comprender la respuesta 

inflamatoria.  

Pueden describirse dos tipos diferentes de dolor orofacial: dolor relacionado con los dientes o 

dolor no relacionado con los dientes. La odontología se centrará en el dolor orofacial; de 

hecho, es necesario estudiar los mecanismos y qué proteínas o moléculas están implicadas. 

Las citoquinas y el dolor orofacial están estrechamente relacionados con la respuesta 

inflamatoria. 

Las citoquinas son proteínas implicadas en la inflamación que van a intervenir en los lugares 

de las lesiones, patologías o zonas dolorosas. Ante un estímulo doloroso, tendremos una 

respuesta inflamatoria. Se han descrito dos tipos de citoquinas, que pueden tener funciones 

pro o anti-inflamatorias. Trabajan conjuntamente en los focos de la inflamación.  

Forman parte de una compleja maquinaria que funciona como un todo en respuesta a la 

inflamación, el dolor o el daño tisular. Las citoquinas se activan en respuesta a un estímulo y 

se reclutan y producen en el lugar de la lesión. Su implicación se ha descrito en el trastorno 

temporo-mandibular, la caries dental, la pulpitis, la artrosis y muchas más patologías 

orofaciales que producen dolor. Cada tipo de citoquina se reclutará en función de la 

afectación. Trabajan en equipo. En el caso de una sobreproducción de estas últimas, 

tendremos una inflamación de larga duración. En esta situación, en lugar de tener las 

funciones restauradoras habituales, podrían dañar los órganos. Deberían investigarse más a 

fondo para que sirvan de herramienta diagnóstica y terapéutica. 

 



ABSTRACT 

Pain is an integral part of today's dental and medical practice, and there is always a need to 

understand it to treat it in the best way possible.  

Pain can be nociceptive or neuropathic; it can also be defined as acute or chronic, associated 

with inflammation. In order to understand pain, there is the need to understand the 

inflammatory response.  

Two different orofacial pain types can be described: pain related to teeth or pain unrelated to 

teeth. The dentistry focus will be on orofacial pain; indeed, it is necessary to study the 

mechanisms and what proteins or molecules are involved. Cytokines and orofacial pain are 

closely linked to the inflammatory response. 

Cytokines are proteins involved in inflammation that will be intervening at sites of injuries, 

pathologies, or painful areas. In response to a painful stimulus, we will have an inflammatory 

response. Two types of cytokines have been described, which can have either have pro- or 

anti-inflammatory functions. They will work together on inflammation sites.  

They are part of a complex machinery that works as a whole in response to inflammation, 

pain or tissue damage. Cytokines are activated in response to a stimulus and will be recruited 

and produced at the injury site. Their involvement has been described in Temporo-

mandibular disorder, dental caries, pulpitis, osteoarthritis and many more orofacial 

pathologies producing pain. Each type of cytokine will be recruited depending on the 

affectation. They work as a team. In the case of an overproduction of the latter, we will have 

a long-lasting inflammation. In this situation, instead of having the usual restoring functions, 

they could damage organs. They should be further investigated to serve as a diagnostic and 

therapeutic tool. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

ABREVIATIONS : 
High-threshold mechanoreceptors (HTM), Polymodal nociceptors (PMN), Osteoarthritis 

(OA), Neuropathic orofacial pain (NOP), Temporo-mandibular joint (TMJ), Temporo-

mandibular disorder (TMD), Central nervous system (CNS), Peripheral nervous system 

(PNS). 
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1 Introduction:  

This essay will focus on the relationship between cytokines and orofacial pain, particularly 

how cytokines modulate orofacial pain. In order to explain the link between them, there will 

be the need to describe and have complete knowledge of each of them separately. With the 

aim of understanding the relationship between cytokines and orofacial pain, it will be 

necessary to describe the pain pathways and their origins in order to link them to cytokines. 

The acute inflammatory process can be linked to pain, redness, loss of function, swelling and 

heat. Inflammation is not necessarily acute it can also be silent or also known as chronic. In 

response to a stimulus, the inflammatory process could take place in different structures of 

our bodies, for example in cartilage, bone, skin, ligaments, joints, muscle or teeth.  

We can encounter different types of pain, being acute, chronic, inflammatory, arthritis, 

neuropathic and nociceptive that will all be preceded by an inflammation process. (1)  

These types of pain may course with allodynia which is caused by a stimulus that in normal 

condition will not produce pain and hyperalgesia which is a greater sensitivity to pain. One or 

the other is reversible with the elimination of the painful stimulus. (2) 

Orofacial pain is mostly described as having a link to trigeminal nerve injury or with orofacial 

inflammation. The pain can be either acute or chronic they will produce different pain 

syndromes like arthritis, fibromyalgia, back and neck pain, migraine. (1) (3) 

Pain can be found in different sorts but more specifically as neuropathic pain, nociceptive or 

inflammatory pain. (4) 

Orofacial pain comprises pain triggered in the oral cavity, face, neck, trigeminal nerve, and 

temporomandibular disorders (TMD), which is the main common orofacial pain. (5) 

Disregarding the origin and type of pain the emergence is the inflammatory process, for our 

system to inform about a potential o real damage and to take any action to solve and cure it. 
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It will require the intervention of basic mechanism which includes neurons, more specifically 

type Aδ and group C, action potential, synaptic transmission. (1)(4) 

Regarding the type Aδ and C neurons, they are sensory neurons, they are located peripherally 

and they will respond to a thermal, mechanical, and chemical stimulus. (6) 

Cytokines are small proteins that play an important role in pain, inflammatory diseases and 

also tumor necrosis. They have different forms of actions through receptors to act on the 

regulation of cell growth, maturation or cell response. (4) Cytokines are produced by different 

cells of our body that have immune or non-immune activity. We can find them under different 

names such as chemokines, interleukins (ILs) or interferons (IFNs). (4)  Cytokines will have a 

different response according to the inflammatory stimulus. (4)   

Cytokines are based on immune response, which is what this essay will be focusing more 

specifically on their response to orofacial pain.  

We can find cytokines that are mediators of innate immunity: 

- TNF-a,  

- IL-1,  

- IL-10,  

- IL-12,  

- INF-a  

and mediators of adaptive immunity:  

- IL-2 

- IL-4 

- IL-5 

- TGF-b 

- IL-10 
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There are also mediators of hematopoiesis (granulocyte, macrophages). 

They are defined more commonly as pro-inflammatory or anti-inflammatory cytokines. (7)  

Cytokines can be differentiated as pro-inflammatory that will induce and enhance the 

inflammatory response or anti-inflammatory that can diminish inflammation and trigger the 

healing process. In the pro-inflammatory cytokines, we will find the TFN-a, IL-6 and IL-1b, 

IL-23, IL-17, IL-2, CCL2 that are associated with hyperalgesia. (3)(5)(8) In the anti-

inflammatory we can find the IL-4, IL-10, IL-13. We will take into consideration that some 

cytokines can be either pro or anti-inflammatory, for example IL-6. (3)(9)(10) 

 

2 Objectives:  

The main objective of this essay is: 

- To understand the relationship between cytokines and orofacial pain 

The secondary objectives are: 

- To understand the physiology of orofacial pain. 

- To understand the functioning of cytokines. 

- To understand why cytokines are important for dental pathology. 

In the intention to describe and understand the involvement of cytokines in orofacial pain.  

This essay will be subdivided into different parts in order to first understand pain itself and to 

be able to focus and gain knowledge and understanding of orofacial pain. Cytokines need to 

be described and separated depending on their subgroups, either as pro-inflammatory or anti-

inflammatory or the one that combines both functions. We will center our attention on the 

main cytokines involved in inflammation, pain, tissue regeneration.  
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As an opening, we will review how cytokines in this day and age are used in orofacial pain 

management. On account of most of the studies found the experiences were performed on 

mice or rats, further investigations should apply today’s knowledge to a human being.  

 

3 Materials & Methods:  

To perform this essay, I based my research on scientific articles, scientific books and formerly 

conducted studies. I used different websites to find information and studies supporting my 

subject. Of those websites I searched articles on: 

-  Cochrane, https://www.cochranelibrary.com 

- PubMed, https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov 

- Medline, https://www.nlm.nih.gov  

- Crai library (UEM), https://web-uem.bibliocrai.universidadeuropea.es/recursos-

digitales/bases-de-datos 

- Google Scholar, https://scholar.google.com 

On different days specific keywords were used in order to educate myself on this precise 

subject. Keywords chosen were “cytokines and pain”, “cytokines”, “orofacial pain”, 

“cytokines and orofacial pain”, “physiology of pain”, “periodontitis”, “trigeminal nucleus”, 

“osteoarthritis” (OA), “pulpitis and cytokines”. My criteria of exclusion were any articles 

published before 2005 regarding "physiology of pain", all the other keywords were only 

selected from 2000 to the present time. As inclusion criteria, the two languages selected were 

English and French. 

Using the keyword “cytokines pain” we found 5,660 results out of which only 3 articles were 

selected, as inclusion criteria: language French or English and as time laps from 2010 to 2021. 

While information was gathered from each article, the research was also focused on the 
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articles used and cited by the authors. Some of the following journals have been distinguished 

as having a potentially significant outcome for this review: International Journal of Molecular 

Sciences, Journal of pain research, Journal of Neuroinflammation, Journal of Oral Science, 

The Journal of Headache and Pain, British Journal of Anesthesia, Progress in Neuro-

Psychopharmacology & Biological Psychiatry, The journal Cytokine, International Journal of 

Oral Science.  

 

4 Discussion 

This essay will be divided into several parts to be able to answer our main objective which is: 

to understand the relationship between cytokines and orofacial pain. 

4.1 Pain  

4.1.1 Physiology of pain  

Pain has been described before by many. It will be perceived as an undesirable feeling coming 

from physical and psychological response to an injury, for example, bruise, cut, burn, hit, and 

so on; as an important type of pain for our study nerve injury should be integrated. (11) 

Physical pain can be divided into two types nociceptive or neuropathic pain. The main 

purpose of the painful response is to either hinder or stop the damages that are taking place at 

a certain moment in a very specific part of our bodies, for example when taking our hands off 

a burning element the pain is produced by the sensation of extreme heat at the level of the 

hand. (4) Guidelines, definitions and descriptions of pain have been cited by the International 

Association for the Study of Pain (IASP), used by many references and articles in their 

descriptions of pain. (4) 
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Pain can be defined as acute or chronic, it will depend on the stimulus, whether it is 

continuous or not, on the duration of it, and the intensity. (12) Each and every stimulus will 

lead to pain perception produced by a painful stimulus that will or will not last in time. (12) 

We individualized the type of pain more precisely depending on if it is considered as acute or 

chronic; explaining these differences will be more focused in our case on how orofacial pain 

is differentiated between those concepts. (13) This means that for example acute pain will be 

more linked to tooth pain for example caries, pulp inflammation, periodontal disease (except 

chronic periodontitis). (13)  Regarding chronic pain we will do the acknowledgment of 

muscle pain, muscle dysplasia, Temporo-mandibular disorders TMD, masticatory disorder, 

nerve injury and neck pain. (13) 

Pain in its pathological meaning will be outlined by an extreme response to a low pain 

threshold to a noxious stimulus and it will be considered as neuropathic or inflammatory pain. 

(14) 

The painful stimulus will gather two specific types of fiber: Aδ fibers and C fibers. They will 

be activated by nociceptors which remain silent in the absence of a stimulus. (4) The fibers 

are also established as axons which can be differentiated into myelinated or unmyelinated. (4) 

The Aδ are myelinated axons expressed as fast-conducting fibers, they will be mobilized by 

heat and mechanoreceptors. (12) On the other hand C fibers are non-myelinated fibers thus 

slow-conducting and will have a reduced field to receive painful impulses. (12)(6) 

Pain will use different pathways to create a correct interpretation by the nervous system, we 

will find many receptors for pain. This essay will be focused on nociceptors which are 

activated by painful stimulus in response to actual or hypothetical harm. (4) Several types of 

nociceptors can be encountered; there is two main groups which will include other subgroups 
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of receptors, first the high-threshold mechanoreceptors (HTM) and second the polymodal 

nociceptors (PMN) which include cytokines.  

The PMN will acknowledge any inputs related to tissue-damaging injuries. (11) We can find 

the nociceptors in the skin, joints and viscera, they will be encountered in fluctuating amounts 

depending on their location. (12) 

Generally pain pathway follows a certain order, the information sent from the epidermis or 

dermis will transmit through motor neurons the information to the brain and spinal cord, 

which then will create an adequate response. (4)  

The basic mechanisms of pain will include three main events, transduction, transmission and 

modulation, those three mechanisms will be activated in the presence of a noxious stimulus. 

(4) In the description of the physiology of pain, we should also describe the types of pain and 

what they might be associated to. (4) Pain physiology is including many participants as the 

central nervous system (CNS), peripheral nervous system (PNS), neurons, axons (Group A 

and C), action potential, synaptic transmission. (4) The CNS and PNS are both included in the 

machinery of pain. Neurons are the first components that will link and transmit the 

information to the PNS and CNS. (4) Concerning which neurons, the sensory will receive the 

information from the skin and tissue and the motor will obtain the response from the brain 

and create a response. (4) 

The axons which are also nerve fibers are the main conducting channel, they will conduct 

action potentials. (4) The interesting axons in the case of pain are type Aδ for thermal and 

mechanical nociceptors and Type C for carrying nociceptive information. (4) The action 

potential will create the synaptic transmission which will allow the release of their content 

into the neurotransmitters. (4) 
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Concerning the type of pain nociceptive pain is a response to a potentially harmful stimulus, 

when activated we will observe the recruitment of Aδ fibers and C fibers. (4) Whereas 

neuropathic pain is closely related to a nerve injury, which is often related as allodynia. A 

stimulus provoking pain when it is not supposed to is described as allodynia. (4) 

Inflammatory pain can be classified into acute or chronic and it is a natural response to an 

harmful stimulus so the body can engage a reparative response. (4)(15)  

 

4.1.2 Orofacial pain  

Orofacial pain has been defined by many, in different scientific and medical fields. This essay 

will focus on the definition given by the American Academy of Orofacial Pain (AAOP) they 

interpret it as "pain conditions that are associated with the hard and soft tissues of the head, 

face, neck, and all the intraoral structures". (16) 

Orofacial pain can be first differentiated as dental-related or non-dental-related. In the case 

that it is dentally related it can be originated from different conditions: long-term tooth 

clenching, caries, fracture, demineralization, pulpar, trauma, tooth-wear, periodontal 

pathologies, pericoronitis, cracked tooth syndrome. (5)(17) In comparison non-dental related 

could be any pain related to facial muscle including masseter, sternocleidomastoid muscle, 

temporalis muscle, orbicularis oculi and the buccinator, nerve injury, headache, Temporo-

mandibular disorders (TMD), mucosal, sino-nasal, salivary gland disease, idiopathic facial 

pain, myofascial pain, headache, fibromyalgia. (5)(17) 

Neuropathic orofacial pain (NOP) can occur due to many pathologies such as infections that 

can be from either virus or bacteria, nerve injury, dental pain or disorders including 

periodontal diseases. (15) NOP can be associated with pathology normally painful or from a 

non-painful stimulus. (15)  
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To understand neuropathic pain there is the need to have a further look at the pathway. 

Neuropathic pain is yet to be fully understand but it is transcribed as stimuli coming from a 

site of injury or not. (15) The central nervous system plays a key role in neuropathic pain and 

we will also have increased stimulus at the neuronal level. (5)(17) 

TMD pain is the most common and known orofacial pain so far it includes myalgia, muscle 

pain in the jaw, pain on palpation and can induce reduced mouth opening and headache. 

(15)(18)  

The orofacial muscle pain includes TMD myalgia with jaw muscle pain that is increased by 

function, pain on palpation, pain referral, restricted mouth opening, and headache. (18) 

Orofacial pain can be very limiting in any aspect of the daily habits of people. (18) For 

example, headache and limit mouth opening or even myalgia will have a real impact on the 

day-to-day habit. (18) It will have an impact on the psychological, physical, social interaction 

of the patient, which can also create emotional distress. (18)  

Orofacial pain is mostly incapacitating in its chronic form. (18) Chronic is defined as 

sustained prolonged pain, which can on a long-term basis create depression, fatigue and 

psychological distress as some of those myalgias can have an ectopic origin. (18) In many 

studies the fact that women were more inclined to suffer from orofacial pain was supported. 

(19) 

In the description of orofacial pain we should include another specific type of pain also 

known as atypical odontalgia which is a sub-form of idiopathic orofacial pain that will subsist 

for a long time, indeed considered as chronic pain. (20) Orofacial pain described as 

osteoarthritis (OA) is the most common chronic disease of the joint that leads to pain. (21) In 

this study the interest will be focused on the OA of the Temporo-mandibular joint (TMJ) 

which is a part of the orofacial area. (21) 
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Regarding OA of the TMJ, this type of orofacial pain will be highly related to inflammatory 

and anti-inflammatory cytokines, as its sustained action during its degenerative process it will 

be producing persistent pain also described as chronic orofacial pain. (21)(22) 

Neuropathic orofacial pain (NOP) is considered as a decapacitating pathology, even if the 

understanding of this pathology is still at the beginning of the process, it has been recently 

discovered that glial cells were involved in NOP. (15) 

Concerning the dental field one of the most frequent painful diseases appearing after the 

progression of caries into pulpitis, we can also consider periodontitis as painful in its early 

stages it is described as the inflammation of the tissues we will in the last part of our 

discussion describe how this pathology can be directly linked to cytokines. (23) 

 

4.2 Cytokines 

4.2.1 Cytokine classification  

In the human body we will be facing two very important types of cytokines the pro-

inflammatory and the anti-inflammatory cytokines. The main purpose of cytokines is to create 

an equilibrium between their functions in favor of protecting our human body and immune 

system. Cytokines are described as modulators of immunity and are made up of proteins.  

Literature has described that they can have either an autocrine, paracrine and endocrine 

activity in order to maintain the body in equilibrium. (9)(24) The regulation of the expression 

of cytokines will be done by post-transcriptional mechanisms. (25)  

Cytokines are emitted in the body in response to a painful, immune or inflammatory stimulus 

by neurons, microglia, astrocytes and also T-cells which will trigger a painful stimulus. (26) 

In response to this specific stimulus, the cytokines will produce through binding at the 
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membrane receptor a catabolic or anabolic response, mainly in response to mechanical load. 

(21) 

Cytokines will be activated and will give a response when the body will be in an imbalanced 

state which can be described as inflammation, pain, injury, joint destruction or overload. (21) 

Cytokines work as a team depending on the disease or inflammatory process we will have 

more predominant behavior as pro- or anti-inflammatory cytokines. (27) 

Cytokines have pleiotropic and redundancy properties, meaning they can produce different 

actions on different targets and also different cytokines can have the same effects on a 

different target. Cytokines possess synergism and antagonism properties, synergism is defined 

as the combined effect of several cytokines on one target and antagonism in the sense that one 

cytokine can inhibit the other. (28) Cytokines will bound to the extracellular receptor, those 

receptors will play a major role in the transduction of signals and immune response. (28) 

Cytokines regulation is occurring at several levels first at the production level, during the 

maturation and during cell signaling and bounding to receptors. (29) In the case that we will 

be facing a disparity between cytokines, it will lead to an excessive inflammatory response. 

(29) 

Cytokines are released through several pathways, through classic secretion, exocytosis, 

vesicular release. (30) Each cytokine should be studied one by one in order to understand their 

pathways of secretion by the cells of the immune system. (30) It appears that their production 

and excretion are directly related to the cell type they are produced by. (30) 
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4.2.2 Pro-inflammatory or inflammatory cytokines 

The pro-inflammatory or also known as inflammatory cytokines are as indicated cytokines of 

the inflammation. Inflammatory cytokines have a varying effect and result in the 

immunological and inflammation response of the body. Their excessive production during 

sustained inflammatory processes could lead to inflammation, fever, tissue destruction, organ 

function impairment and in some cases death. (14)  

In the pro-inflammatory cytokines the ones described by articles and which are interesting for 

our essay are: IL-1β, TNF-α, IL-6, IL-17 and IL-18. (21)  

 

Table 1: Pro-inflammatory cytokines action (31)(32) 

 

TNF-α presence is observed in most of our body tissues, it is a major pro-inflammatory 

cytokine expressed in nociceptive conditions. (33)(21)(34) TNF-α will create sensitization of 

the neurons in close relation to the trigeminal ganglion. (33)(21)(34) TNF-α cytokines are 
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discharged by monocytes, macrophages, eosinophils, glial cells, neurons, myocytes; they will 

then produce allodynia and have a direct impact on muscles. (24) 

IL-1 are pro-inflammatory cytokines emitted by monocytes, macrophages, non-immune-cells 

and will give rise to hyperalgesia and sensitization. (24)  

IL-6 are considered as both pro-inflammatory and anti-inflammatory cytokines which are 

engendered by monocytes, macrophages, eosinophils, glial cells, myocytes. (24) IL-6 will 

trigger a powerful inflammatory reaction and also hyperalgesia in the orofacial area and 

muscles of the head and neck. (24) 

IL-1β cytokines are most described in scientific literature it is formed of 269 amino acids and 

it will be creating a cytosolic precursor protein. (21)(35) IL-1β cytokines have a pleiotropic 

action, in other terms in its cascade can produce a different mechanism of action than the one 

it is specifically known for. (21) Therefore it is described as having many regulatory effects 

on sleep, temperature and homeostasis. (21)(35) 

It should be taken into account that one of the most important cytokines is IL-6, known to be 

depending on its sub-group either pro-or anti-inflammatory cytokine. (10) Cytokine IL-6 will 

indeed play a role in inflammation, infection but also will have a purpose in metabolic 

regulation, regenerative and neural processes. (10) Cytokines IL-6 have an important role in 

the following type of pain: neuropathic pain, pain from nerve injury, nociceptive and they also 

play a role in allodynia and hyperalgesia. (14) 
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4.2.3 Anti-inflammatory cytokines 

Anti-inflammatory cytokines have the capacity to control and regulate the response of the 

pro-inflammatory cytokines, they are considered immunoregulatory. (9) They indeed have a 

role in the immune response of the human body inhibiting the synthesis of pro-inflammatory 

cytokines. (9)(21) In the anti-inflammatory cytokines we can find the interleukin IL-1 

receptor antagonist, IL-4, IL-6, IL-10, IL-11and IL-13. (9)(21) Their fundamental role is to 

limit any excessive inflammatory process that could, in the end, result in a tissue injury 

caused by the sustained action of the pro-inflammatory cytokines. (9) They have the function 

to regulate the pro-inflammatory response but they also can enhance their anti-inflammatory 

response. (34)   

 

Table 2: Anti-inflammatory cytokines actions (9) 

  

The anti-inflammatory cytokines will work as a helper of the virus or bacteria to hide and 

escape from the clearance work of the body. (9) In the case of a higher than the normal 

number of anti-cytokines present at the site we were to see a profuse inflammation. (9) An 
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intense inflammation will engender an unbalance in the body hemostasis and then the body 

will not be able to wash away the virus or bacteria. (9)  

Regarding the main anti-cytokines, IL-4 is made of 129 amino-acids, their production and 

apparition at the site of the injury will be traduced by a protective mechanism. (21) 

 

 

4.3 The role of cytokines in orofacial pain  

This essay describes how cytokines have a role in the day-to-day pathologies and pain felt in 

the orofacial area, which is important for us dentists to understand as it is the area we are 

focused on.  

Further investigation will be necessary as the function and mechanism of cytokines are still 

considered as highly complex as it is taking part in a bigger response of our body involving 

glial, immune and neuronal activity. 

Regarding the pro-inflammatory cytokines IL-1β they are described as having a role inducing 

painful feelings and also inflammatory and immune implication. (35) IL-1β action is mainly 

understood as intra-cellular signal protein, one of its principal activity will be as pro-

nociceptive mediator inducing painful response. (35) IL-1β has an important role in pain 

induction, acute pain, the maintenance of chronic pain for example in nerve injuries. (35) As 

described previously, cytokine IL-1β is not only present in the PNS but also found in the 

CNS. (35) It has been detailed that it can also be acting in any stage of the regulation of the 

inflammatory response either augmenting it or reducing it. (35) IL-1β will operate on the 

neuronal and non-neuronal cellular circuit of pain creating more neuronal excitability and 

persistent pain. (35) It will subsequently create hyperalgesia and central sensitization which 

will explain painful and inflammatory reactions in the body. (35)  
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There is a relationship between the immune and the nervous system that will impact the 

maintenance or disappearance of neuropathic pain and pro-inflammatory cytokines. (35) 

The clinical field has described the role of cytokines in inflammation that to some extent can 

lead to pain and other disorders generating pain. (21) In the interesting case of the joint 

pathology of the TMJ it can be described as OA. (21) OA is considered as a syndrome that 

will induce chronic orofacial pain, located in the TMJ area. In the case of the orofacial area 

during the transmission of the signals, they will be activation of IL-1β, TNF-α, IL-6, IL-15, 

IL-17 and IL-18 which are part of the pro-inflammatory cytokines. (21) These cytokines will 

have an impact on the extra-cellular pathway including the binding of the cytokines and at the 

same time it will recruit the necessary molecules regarding inflammation. (21) In further 

description of OA and cytokines correlation it has been observed that during the inflammatory 

process the chondrocytes, synovial and inflammatory cells of the Temporo-mandibular joint 

(TMJ) will in response produce TNF-α in the early onset of the inflammation. (22) The 

inflammatory process will activate nociceptors for induction of TMJ pain and in the case that 

it is not controlled could lead to tissue damage. (22)  

Painful signaling in the orofacial area will, in many occasions, come from the trigeminal 

nucleus which is highly related to the trigeminal nerve. (22) The inflammatory process of the 

TMJ in the case of OA will create a neuropathic sensitization which in its pathways will 

recruit pro-inflammatory cytokines. (22) It has been described that more than one cytokine is 

present during the inflammation process, they work as a team. (21) IL-1β involvement in OA 

will act as a blockage in the restorative process of hemostasis in the joint because of the 

autocrine capacity it will in a cascade manner recruit further pro-inflammatory cytokines such 

as TNF-α, IL-6, IL-18. (21) 
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Cytokines present in our body are not necessarily active at any given time, but they are 

available, they are recruited when a painful stimulus occurs. (36) It is possible that they will 

be recruited in a higher number the longer the painful stimulus is present in the body. (36) 

Their recruitment will depend on the neuronal sensitization, and their specific threshold. (36)  

Is our body sensitive to pain only when it is alert and awake or is it susceptible to weaken up 

in the middle of the night by a throbbing pain? The answer is yes. Many have been woken up 

by a toothache or other type of orofacial pain because our body is in permanent functioning 

trying to stay in an equilibrium state. (17) Sleep is known as a recovery period for the human 

body. This is the reason why when lacking sleep the body is more sensitive to exterior 

stimulus, it will decrease the efficiency of our immune system directly related to cytokines 

(TNF-α, IL-6, IL-5, IL-1β). (17) There is a direct impact of sleep on immunity and vice versa, 

lack of sleep will alter cytokine levels, as an inflammatory response to pain will impair sleep. 

(17) Further findings should demonstrate the precise role of cytokines on sleep. (17)  The 

relationship between cytokines and the nociceptors will lead to an over-production of IL-1β 

and indeed create hypersensitivity and increase production of other cytokines during a painful 

long-lasting stimulus. (17) The more severe the chronic orofacial pain pathology the higher 

the cytokines levels will be in the body, in response to this long-lasting well situated painful 

stimulus. (17) The higher the cytokines levels, the more important the sleep disturbance will 

be. (17) 

As described by investigators, to understand the relationship between orofacial pain and 

cytokines, we need to follow the pathways the pain activation will go along with. It is 

observed that a painful stimulus will include the action of neurons and glial cells. The route of 

transmission will be based on the equilibrium between the excitatory and inhibitory actions of 

the neurons. (4)(15)  
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Describing orofacial pathology we can focus on nerve damage first. Schwann cells are 

responsible for the release in the body of cytokines, and more specifically TNF-α, IL-6, IL-

15. (15) Cytokines have a role in increasing neuronal excitability in their inflammatory 

response to painful stimulus as it is oral or coming from other parts in the human body. (15) 

In all the orofacial pain model described in the first part we are now going to center our 

attention on neuropathic pain. (15) Neuropathic pain is considered as a chronic type of pain 

that will at the site of the injury recruit cytokines IL-1β, TNF-α. (15) 

It has been highlighted that allodynia and hyperalgesia are mechanisms involving sensory 

neurons that will lead to the inflammatory process and then a recruiting of cytokines in their 

proceeding. (34) In some cases of inflammation, it will be observed that anti-inflammatory 

cytokines will not have a reversing effect on the activity of pro-inflammatory cytokines 

recruited at the site of the injury but instead will be magnifying their action. (34) 

The immune response is highly related to pro-inflammatory and anti-inflammatory cytokines. 

(9) In the case of extreme and lasting injuries, the pathogens have learned to adapt in order to 

use our immune response to their advantage. The process of anti-cytokines will create 

alterations in the cytokines chain of action, which is particularly relevant in chronic orofacial 

pain. In the case that it is misdiagnosed the therapeutic therapy will not produce the expected 

response. (9) 

Recent studies have established the relationship between pathological pain which includes 

neuropathic pain, allodynia, hyperalgesia and inflammatory pain. (14) Inflammatory cytokine 

IL-6, which plays an important role as a regulator in our body regarding pain. (14) 

In the TMD we need also to include masticatory myofascial pain, as it is related to 

neuromuscular function which is directly correlated to cytokines that will do the junction 

between the immune and nervous system. (24)  
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Describing orofacial pain and cytokines relationship there is the need to observe the pathway 

and signal produced in painful situation. (24) When located in the orofacial region, it will 

involve the trigeminal ganglion which will transmit the sensory painful information to the 

central nervous system. (24) 

Pro-inflammatory and anti-inflammatory cytokines work in tandem while occurring pain or 

inflammation. The pro-inflammatory cytokines will be in charge of transmission of pain and 

inflammation. (24) The anti-inflammatory cytokines will enter into action to restore the 

normal function and repair damaged tissue; the level of cytokines will depend on the 

implication required depending on the injury. (24)  

Orofacial pain, as described in the first part of our discussion, is closely related to allodynia 

and hyperalgesia; lateral facial skin will produce allodynia. (52) The pathway followed by the 

allodynia process is integrating. Microglia will express cytokines IL-1b; and is induced in 

another part of the body -in this case, inflammation of the trapezius muscle; thus is 

understood as an ectopic pain. (52) Microglia activation will recruit pro-inflammatory 

cytokines that directly coincide what pain pathologies. (52) Orofacial pain is emerging from 

inflammatory pain more often located in areas of the face, head and neck. (52) 

Concerning orofacial pain headache is the most common orofacial pain encountered in society 

nowadays. (37) It has been recently linked that some diseases like the SARS-CoV-2 will have 

a relation with the trigeminal nerve ending that will directly recruit more pro-inflammatory 

cytokines, at the painful site. (37) There is also a direct link to fever-induced pain as we 

know, when fever is present it will recruit pro-inflammatory cytokines in its course of action. 

(37) 

When describing the actions of IL-6 cytokines, it has been observed that it plays many roles, 

for example in our immune system but also as a regenerative agent in bone hemostasis. 
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However, the important case of our study is the neural function. The strong implication of IL-

6 in inflammation and chronic pain makes it a marker of pain and should be studied as a 

source of possible therapy. (10) Chronic pain also defined by neuropathic pain is a process 

produced by lesions in the nervous system, it is observed in many patients presenting or not 

any other pathology. (14) IL-6 will play a major role in this type of pain as it is a peripheral 

nerve injury and IL-6 is directly recruited for this kind of lesions. (14) IL-6 are recruited in 

periodontal disease, oral mucosal inflammation, gingivitis, periodontitis, pulpitis, oral Lichen 

planus. (38) Considering inflammatory pain associated with hyperalgesia and distinguished 

by the sensitization of our nociceptive neurons. It has been discovered that we will have 

recruitment of cytokines, and more specifically IL-1β, TNF-α and IL-6. This supports the 

relationship between cytokines and orofacial pain. (14) In further studies regarding 

neuropathic pain the trigeminal ganglia involvement should be put under the light, it has been 

demonstrated that the closest to the inflammatory process the higher levels of IL-10 will be 

encountered. (39) It has also been described that trigeminal neuropathic pain will decrease the 

threshold for pain in the orofacial area, it has been then linked that neuropathic pain will 

produce an increase of cytokines present in the body. (39) 

Maintaining our attention on the trigeminal nerve possible pathologies we will now focus on 

trigeminal neuralgia and the involvement in hemifacial spasm. This pathology will produce 

painful stimuli in the orofacial area. (40) Cytokines have been studied for their association 

long-lasting pain in the neural system. (40)It has been described that their inflammatory 

action is capable of inducing a painful sensation, but depending on their action could also 

induce analgesia. (40) The production of the opposite effect is the pleiotropic characteristic of 

cytokines. (28) The increase of the presence of cytokines concerning trigeminal neuralgia has 
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been associated more specifically to IL- 1β, IL-6, IL-8 and TNF-α with a higher 

predominance for IL-6. (40) 

The cytokines are complex inflammatory actors, to further understand why they would be 

pro- or anti-inflammatory, the activating signal, the nature of the produced cytokines, the 

timing, their sequence of actions should be taken into consideration. (41) 

In today's practice the most predominant pathology seen is dental caries. Dental caries is an 

inflammatory disease with a multifactorial etiology, it is produced by an unbalance between 

pathological and protective factors. (42)  

Pathological factors are bacteria, reduced salivary function and protective factors are proteins, 

fluoride, calcium. (42) The evolution of dental caries caused by bacteria will induce the innate 

and adaptive immune response. (42) During the immune response there will be the release of 

cytokines IL-6, IL-4, IL-1β, TNF-α. (42) 

Cytokines will produce a positive effect on the dental tissue. The fact that cytokines have 

restoring effects can make us believe that in some situations they will produce a restoration of 

the balance after an injury or bacterial invasion. (43)(42) 

 

Centering the last part of our discussion on the real impact and relationship between dental 

orofacial pain and cytokines. (23) The most common dental pathology is dental caries, it has 

been seen that it can lead to pulpitis in some cases depending on the extent. Dental caries is an 

inflammatory disease induced by bacteria. (42) Dental pathology shows similar patterns of 

pro-inflammatory cytokine activation. (44) Dental caries will show a significant increase in 

IL-1b, IL-2, IL-4 and IL-6 compared to healthy teeth. (44) 

Pulpitis is known as one of the most predominant dental diseases that will require an 

emergency visit to the dentist due to the intensity of the pain. (23)(16) The apparition of 
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pulpitis is directly related to a site of infection of the host. (23)(16) The infection will indeed 

result in the production of an inflammatory process triggered by both pain and the immune 

response of the host. (23)(16) 

Regarding some of the latest findings, the inflammatory cytokines involved in pulp diseases 

such as pulpitis, play a role at the starting point of the inflammatory process triggered by the 

bacterial invasion of the pulp tissue. (23) Bacterial invasion can also in the case of pulpitis 

produce inflammation and tissue damage. Nonetheless, they produce a protective immune 

response for the host. Regarding the most prevalent cytokines acting in the case of pulpitis the 

presence of IL-1, IL-6, IL-2 IL-1β, IL-8 was recorded. (23) In this case, IL-1 is observed only 

in inflamed pulps as IL-2 and IL-6 are seen in both healthy and inflamed pulps. (23) 

TNF-α is upregulated in the patient who had caries that lead to pulpitis, they are secreted by 

odontoblasts. (45) The cytokines expression could help in the diagnosis of certain dental 

diseases through their salivary biomarkers. (23)(45) 

 

Nevertheless, we can find other pathologies in the oral cavity such as periodontal diseases. 

Periodontal disease includes gingivitis and periodontitis, one or the other is related to 

inflammation of oral tissues. (46)  

In the case of gingivitis which is the inflammation of the gingiva, this will result in an 

inflammatory response. (42) In the case of this response being amplified it can lead to the 

destruction of periodontal tissues or periodontitis. (42)  

Periodontitis is an unresolved chronic inflammation of the periodontal tissues. (44) 

More specifically chronic periodontitis is an inflammatory disease that will include many 

orofacial structures, such as periodontal ligament, gingiva, cementum, and alveolar bone. 

(47)(48) The pain expressed while the inflammatory process is taking place is what will in the 
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purpose of this essay explain the link between orofacial pain and cytokines which are the 

main parts of the inflammatory response. (47)(48) In a patient suffering from periodontitis IL- 

1, TNF-α, IL-6 will be detected in their pro-inflammatory forms and will in their action 

recruit IL-10 in the long-lasting inflammatory period. (48) Chronic periodontitis is 

distinguished by an unbalanced action of the inflammatory cytokines in both innate immunity 

and acquired immunity facing this disease. (48) The anti-inflammatory cytokines involved are 

IL-35, IL-10 and IL-12. (48)(49) They will have a preservative function and will have a 

prominent imbalance with pro-inflammatory cytokines in the specific case of pro-

inflammatory cytokines. (49) 

Lastly in our quest to restore masticatory function with implants, the dentist can be confronted 

to peri-implantitis which is not necessarily defining an implant failure. (50) Peri-implantitis is 

any infection along its course will produce inflammatory response and pain. (50) Similarities 

between periodontal diseases and peri-implantitis have been acknowledged as they will both 

induce an immune response from the host. (50) The painful feeling that peri-implantitis will 

induce can be associated with inflammation of the surrounding soft tissues. (51) The 

inflammatory process could create bone destruction when it is maintained for a long period of 

time. (51) During the inflammatory response to peri-implantitis, cytokines will have a 

damaging action of those we can encounter TNF-α as the most present, IL-4, IL-10, IL-12. 

(50)(51) Their presence will depend on the inflammatory stage of the disease, it is supposed 

that after removal of the causing agent their level will return to normal in their dormant 

situation. (50)(51) During the prolonged action of TNF-α, IL- 1β, IL-6, the more nociceptors 

will be sensitized the longer the painful stimulus and pain sensation around the implant will 

last. (51) The study conducted by Tariq Abduljabbar and collaborators in 2013 has reflected 

that it has been found before by other scientists that cytokines and the pain described by the 
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patient as it is symptomatic or not will boost the presence of cytokines in the salivary 

medium. (51) Indeed they found elevated levels in the case of injury as if it is mucosa-related 

or bone-related, even nerve damage can be involved. (51) This study is self-limiting because 

the cytokines salivary levels will depend on more factors than just the pain experienced by the 

patient in response to an inflammatory process. (51) The need for further investigation 

regarding how cytokines are expressed depending on the pain felt by the patient remains a 

field that needs to be further understood and discovered. (51) Nevertheless, the study 

concluded that the cytokines TNF-α, IL- 1β, IL-6 were encountered in significantly higher 

levels in a patient presenting peri-implantitis than the patient considered having a healthy 

implant healing. (51)   

It has been understood before in this essay that dental pain like pulp pathologies pain is not 

always described in the exact area as it can be diffused, this is why ectopic pain should be 

considered as an important part of inflammatory processes. (52) Microglia is the main 

producer of pro-inflammatory cytokines TNF-α, IL- 1β, IL-6 most common inflammatory 

cytokines understood and studied so far. (52) It is concluded that there is a positive 

relationship between orofacial pain as it is ectopic or localized and the painful process 

producing an inflammatory response of the cytokines by the microglia. (52)  
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5 Conclusion 

Cytokines are closely related to the immune response of the body and also to the 

inflammatory response as they can induce or stop it. The understanding of orofacial pain 

needs to rely on the understanding of the pain pathway which includes the first stimulus, glia, 

neurons, cytokines considered as regulating factors of immunity because all of them will be 

described in the orofacial pain disorders and functioning. (15) We can link orofacial pain and 

cytokines as they are proteins that will be recruited at the site of the injury. (15) 

 To this day, the understanding of the relationship between orofacial pain and cytokines is still 

unsolved. Because orofacial pain can be very debilitating, we need further investigation to be 

able to help the population. It has been discovered in the past years that pain was related 

closely to the inflammatory process this is why we need a further investigation that will give 

an understanding of this relationship and how it could be developed and used by Science in 

order to decrease the pain in the patient suffering from orofacial pain. (53) 

6 Limitations & future perspectives: 

It was observed along with this work of investigation that writing articles with proper study of 

data were time and money-consuming. In the case of this essay, the limitations were the 

impossibility of animal study and founding. Studies on animals need to respect the guidelines 

of the health institutes of the country concerned. In order to properly realized any study on 

animals on humans, it would require a time-lapse of at least 12 months. Cytokines have a 

broad way of acting in the body and it will be interesting to study them further in their action 

for the management of chronic pain. Cytokines could in the future be used as a diagnostic tool 

in the evolution of dental pathologies.  
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Cytokines as receptors from anti-inflammatory pain medication should be considered in the 

future in order to reduce the opioid intake in the population and then it could in this way 

decrease addiction to opioids that is more and more frequent nowadays. (24) 

The option of therapeutic blockage of IL-6 is included in the response to chronic pain. 

Chronic pain is for many patients a day to day suffering, and in order to alleviate their pain, 

the blockage of IL-6 agents should be explored. (10) 

 

7 RESPONSIBILITY 

This bibliographic review gave me a broader view on orofacial pain and all the characteristics 

and regions it includes, it was eye-opening on the fact that orofacial pain should not be only 

considered as dental pain. In the future, I will be able to diagnose orofacial pain and have the 

necessary knowledge to send my patients to the proper specialist that will guide them towards 

healing. Reading the latest reviews was vital to understand how much more we still have to 

discover about the functioning of the human body, and how pain management can be 

improved. I hope that in the future I will be able to prescribe cytokine therapy medications to 

my patients as a replacement for opioids in the treatment of pain.  
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